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FAQ 

With this new OSS, will there be any additional cost incur? 
Don’t worry. No additional cost will be incurred. 
 
OSS means you don’t change the units in my premises anymore? 
Yes, you are right. Our aim is to deliver the highest level of hygiene services and this is done via our OSS services 
 
What are your OSS procedures like? 
Our service technicians will first remove the used liner in the Feminine Hygiene Unit (FHU). Next, the units will be 
wiped thoroughly with sanitising solution specially formulated for the sanitation of the units. And lastly, a new 
protective liner will be replaced and disinfecting cubes will be placed in the unit to neutralise unpleasant odours. 
 
Will it cause disturbance to my business operations if your service technicians carry out sanitation service in my 
premises? 
We offer discreet and efficient methods of managing sanitary waste to ensure minimal disruptions to your 
business.   
 
Does OSS affect my service routine? 
Your service remains unchanged according to your contract.  
 
What is the duration of the sanitation process for each unit? 
It takes about 2-3 minutes to fully sanitise each unit. 
 
Will you exchange my units for thorough sterilisation? 
Reports from laboratory tests have proven that your sanitary units are sanitised and remain hygienically sound 
through OSS, therefore the exchange of units are no longer necessary. 

Are there any additional liquids/detergent used for On Site Sanitation?  
We will sanitise your sanitary units on site by using a protective sanitising solution. These units will then be 
equipped with sanitising and disinfecting cubes that neutralises malodour, ensuring your sanitary units remain 
clean and hygienic at all times.  

With On Site Sanitation, where will they dispose the sanitary waste? 
Our Service technicians would bring along a service trolley that contains a waste bin. The sanitary waste will be 
disposed into the bin inside the trolley discreetly to be wheeled out from your premises discreetly.  The 
used/soiled pads will be returned to branch site as usual and then will collect by engaged licensed waste collector 
and send to approved landfill site. 

Does the On Site Sanitation use new machines/equipments that require Environment Health & Safety 
compliance? 
OSS leverages on a trolley bag to collect the used sanitary waste for disposal. We ensure that all measures taken 
are in compliance with our environmental health & safety regulations. 

 
 


